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Here's a unique tool that will help you weave your songwriting seamlessly into your busy
schedule. In 30 minutes a day, you can start, develop and polish a song, prepare to record it, do
your market research, and then pitch it. Just use the 30-Minute Plans List to guide you through
your daily sessions. There are 79 session plans to choose from including:▪20 ways to start a
song in 30 minutes▪12 plans for developing your song in 30 minutes▪17 ideas for polishing your
song in 30 minutes▪12 ways to prepare and pitch your song in 30 minutesPLUS more 30-minute
sessions for setting up your songwriting and recording sessions and studying your market. You
choose your sessions depending on where you are in your writing process. Do them in order,
mix and match, or select at random and get your songwriting career in gear!

"This book documents the SuperCollider language to an extent never before achieved and
shows how it can be used to realize a wide variety of musical and technical applications. The
scholarship is sound, as the chapter authors are leaders in the field and deeply knowledgeable
on how SuperCollider may be used, taught, and learned."--Robert Rowe, Director, Steinhardt
Music Composition Program, New York UniversityReviewThis book documents the
SuperCollider language to an extent never before achieved and shows how it can be used to
realize a wide variety of musical and technical applications. The scholarship is sound, as the
chapter authors are leaders in the field and deeply knowledgeable on how SuperCollider may be
used, taught, and learned.―Robert Rowe, Director, Steinhardt Music Composition Program,
New York UniversityAbout the AuthorScott Wilson is Senior Lecturer in Music at the University of
Birmingham, England.David Cottle is Lecturer Associate Professor at the School of Music,
University of Utah.Nick Collins is Lecturer in Music Informatics at the University of Sussex.Read
more
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THE 30-MINUTE SONGWRITERWrite, Develop, Polish, and Pitch Your Songs in 30 Minutes a
DaybyRobin FrederickCopyright 2014. All rights reserved.WHAT THIS BOOK IS ABOUTWe all
lead busy lives. There's a job or there's school... or both. There's shopping to do, chores to finish.
We've got friends and family and activities. And we have to squeeze all this in between sleeping
and eating!It seems like there's simply no time left for songwriting, and so it gets pushed further
and further into the background. A few songs get started, but not enough get finished. There are
spurts of activity, but no big chunks of time to really get things accomplished. After all, who can
find three or four hours to work on a song? And there's no chance of doing that every day like
pro writers do.But the truth is, you can work on your songs like a pro. Maybe not hours every day,
but if you can find 30 minutes to devote to your songwriting, you'll be amazed at how much you
can get done. Give yourself that 30 minutes by watching a little less TV, doing take-out for dinner,
avoiding those addictive computer games, or just letting your family and friends know this is your
time.Why 30-minute sessions workCREATIVITY IS LIKE A MUSCLE. It needs a regular workout
to stay in shape. Working the creative part of your brain for a half hour a day increases your
songwriting strength, speed, and agility. It gets you in the habit of writing and shortens the time it
takes you to come up with inspired ideas and workable solutions. It keeps the creative switch
turned ON.YOU GET MORE DONE WITH A PLAN. You're going to have a plan and a goal for
each 30-minute workout. I'm going to suggest a range of songwriting activities for your 30-minute
sessions, from starting a song to planning your demo recording to handling your business. You
can choose the ones that will be most valuable for you.THE MORE YOU HONE YOUR SKILLS,
THE FASTER YOU CAN WORK. You're going to sharpen your skills and acquire new writing
tools while working on your 30-minute sessions. As you increase your skill level, you'll be better
equipped to move ahead quickly.IT WORKS ON THE BUSINESS SIDE, TOO. You know those
things we all hate to do: copyrighting songs, keeping up contact lists, writing follow-up emails?
You can do those in 30-minute sessions, too. Managing those tasks in short time periods helps
you stay focused, get them done faster, and stop procrastinating.Don't work longer than 30
minutesStart with just 30 minutes a day until you get in the habit of working with a goal and a
time limit. Later on, you can expand the amount of time as you set larger goals, but stick with the
30-minute limit until you've mastered it.Have a planHow often have you sat down at your
keyboard or picked up your guitar or looked at a blank sheet of paper with some vague notion
about writing a song? Suddenly you expect yourself to come up with great ideas when you really
haven't got any. There's nothing less likely to inspire creativity than that.A plan involves knowing
what you're going to work on when you sit down and the expectation that you can accomplish it
in 30 minutes.I've included a whole range of plans for 30-Minute Songwriter Sessions. They're
broken up into sections for starting, developing, polishing, and preparing to record your songs,
then researching your market and handling the business of networking and pitching your songs.
You can mix and match from the different sections or come up with your own ideas depending



on what you need to do and where you are in your songwriting and pitching process. That said, I
recommend cycling through the majority of the 30-minute sessions to start with. Then focus on
the ones that are the most useful for you.If you don't finish a plan within the 30-minute time
frame, that's okay. You can pick up where you left off in your next session. The idea is to get used
to working in short bursts while getting as much done as you reasonably can. Be patient and
keep chipping away. Watch for improvements and goals met. Give yourself plenty of pats on the
back. You deserve them!THE 30-MINUTE PLANS LISTSET UPMake it easy to record your
ideasStart an idea notebookSTART A SONGStart with a titleAdapt a titleExpand your titleStart
with a lyric lineGet to know your title or lyric lineStart with a rhythm grooveLearn to play a rhythm
grooveWrite a lyric to a rhythm grooveUse a karaoke track as a rhythm grooveStart with a song
structureUse a hit song structureLay out your song structureStart a song with a melodyWrite a
melody to a rhythm grooveCreate a melody based on a lyricStart with an instrumental hookStart
with a chord progressionFind common chord progressions to useUse a TV or film scene to
inspire a song ideaBase your song on a personal storyDEVELOP YOUR SONGStart developing
your lyricCreate a lyric path - VerseCreate a lyric path - ChorusCreate a lyric path - BridgeAdd
images and comparisons to your lyricMake a list of related wordsMake a list of contrasting
wordsMelody - Add contrast in note rangeMelody - Change pace to create contrastMelody - Use
repetition and variationMelody - Use a variety of line lengthsListen to your melody and lyric
ideasPOLISH YOUR SONGPrepare to rewriteIdentify lyric lines that could be
strengthenedPump up your images and action wordsGo over your rhymesChoose an interesting
starting pointAnswer the listener's questionsMaintain your lyric focusSay what you meanBeat
what you have - LyricsStudy momentum in melody linesAdd momentum to your
melodyEmphasize your payoff melody linePump up your Verse-Chorus transitionTransition out
of Chorus 1 into Verse 2Pump up your Chorus-Bridge transitionBeat what you have -
MelodyLook for solutions in successful songsTHE 30-MINUTE SONGWRITERWrite, Develop,
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Angela Patrice Lewis, “A nice addition to my collection. I have a lot of Robin Frederick's books
and these little guides are very helpful! I look forward to every one that she releases because I
know that they will help give me tips and tricks that I might not have thought of. I also feel like she
validated some of the things I already do, so it was great to get confirmation that I am on the right
track! She definitely knows her stuff!”

Bombay Charlie, “Real techniques to keep you writing!. This is such a great book. I like the fact
that she takes the songwriting process and breaks it down into manageable steps so that I keep
moving forward with my writing! A 'must have' for any songwriterCharlie Ernst”

Mo Jackson Music, “Excellent ideas and information on making time. Excellent ideas and
information on making time, not only for Songwriting but 'do-able' for any tasks I have!  Loved it!”

Teddy Gibbs, “Must be a good one. Did not receive this book don't know why”

Joseph J. Bauer, “Five Stars. Adds information I have not found in other books.”

Kellie G., “Five Stars. Wonderful songwriting tool. Will get the creative juices flowing!”

Fuzzbox, “Five Stars. She's one of the best. I love her seminars too/”

James, “Four Stars. Very good.”

Chris, “Great tool!. The method described in this book helps me write my songs 10 times faster
than if I had to reinvent the wheel each time plus, it helped me overcome the “Blank Page”
syndrome.”

The book by Ray F. Badness has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 41 people have provided feedback.
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